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Report by Martyn Rushbrook 

 

The third trial of the Peterborough trials club season took place today where an entry of 62 riders 

descended on Stibbington quarry. The weather ended up being extremely kind with no overnight rain 

and only a couple of showers during the trial which had little effect on any of the sections, riders or 

most importantly observers!  

 

For the third trial straight the winner was Beta mounted Louis Bennett who dropped 15 marks, Martyn 

Rushbrook was second dropping 28 marks on his Montesa and Vertigo mounted Alex Woodhouse was 

third on 43 marks dropped.  

 

On the middle route Martin Arden was top dropping just 2 marks from Jim York who dropped 6 marks 
and Pete Ablewhite who dropped 7 marks. The best youth rider on the middle route was Reece Mcdaid 

who dropped 30 marks on his Beta.   

 

On the white route BSA rider Paul Robinson kept his feet up all day to finish on clean from Alan 

Rushbrook who dropped just 1 mark and Tony Bilton finishing third on 2 marks. The best youth rider 

was Alfie Chesman who dropped 37 marks.     

 

We only had one conducted rider today so Stanley Bone elected to complete 3 laps of the white route 

on the main course and had a great ride considering the step up in route. 

 

Once again a massive thank you to everyone who supported us today and a special thank you to the 
observers.  

 

Our next trial is 26th September at Stibbington.  

 

Hard Route 

 

Adult : Louis Bennett Beta 15 marks 

 

Middle Route 

 

Adult : Martin Arden Beta 2 Marks 

 
Youth: Reece Mcdaid Beta 30 Marks  

 

White Route 

 

Adult: Paul Robinson BSA 0 Marks 

 

Youth: Alfie Chesman Beta 37 Marks            

 

Conducted Route 

 

Stanley Bone OSET 100 Marks 
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